Lateral segregation of two types of photosystems in thylakoid membranes of green plants is one of the key factors that provide the stability and fine-tuning of the light quanta supply by pigment proteins and non-cyclic electron transport. Due to this specific feature of the membrane structural organization, the photosynthetic units function in the green plants with optimal performance. In this report a mesoscopic theory is outlined to address the physical aspects of segregation phenomenon. Results of theoretical studies and computer simulations suggest that charge mismatch and the size difference between two photosystems in grana are most responsible for their lateral segregation, which is driven by the screened electrostatic and lipid-induced interactions. Comparative simulations of photosystems of different sizes show the crucial dependence of their ordering on a geometrical parameter. It seems that the size effect alone may prevent photosystems from segregated arrangement in cyanobacterial thylakoids. D
Introduction
Primary photosynthetic processes in green plants as well as in cyanobacteria employ two types of photosystems, namely photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem II (PSII). These pigment -protein complexes are located in the thylakoid membrane together with other supramolecular protein units. The two basic types of photosystems have been recognized because they maximally absorb slightly different wavelengths of light and store the energy of trapped excitons in different chemical forms.
The structural organization of photosynthetic membranes, as well as the arrangement of photosynthetic units in thylakoids, is essentially different in cyanobacteria and higher plants. Green plants have evolved a lateral segregation of two photosystems and grana formation of thylakoid vesicles. In cyanobacteria the PSI and PSII are distributed isotropically and photosynthetic membranes are organized only as lamellar structures with vesicles grouped in nearly parallel bands of thylakoids [1] .
Several speculations have been made for the role of segregation of photosystems. These include minimizing the excitonic contacts between kinetically 'slow' PSII and 'fast' PSI [2] , favoring the resonance energy transfer from the short-wavelength-absorbing pigment bed of PSIIs to the long-wavelength-absorbing pigment bed of PSIs [3] , resistance to the PSII protein degradation under high light [4] , and enhancement of non-cyclic ATP synthesis [5] .
Direct biochemical evidence for the lateral segregation of PSI and PSII in chloroplasts with grana structures was obtained by the use of phase-partition techniques on thylakoids that were subjected to Yeda press disruption [6] . Then the lateral heterogeneity of photosystems, with a total exclusion of PSI from the appressed thylakoid regions and PSII localization in the central part of stacked vesicles, was confirmed experimentally by using different techniques, including fluorescence spectroscopy [7, 8] and freeze-fracture electron microscopy [3, 9] .
The first qualitative explanation of PSI and PSII segregation was suggested by Barber [10] . In his 'lateral separation model' the segregation is considered to be a consequence of a cation-induced stacking when each membrane responds to the presence of the other by redistribution of its protein complexes. As a result, highly charged membrane components migrate away from the area where appression is occurring, while other components occupy the stacked regions. In this model the electrostatic forces controlling protein -protein interactions act along the membrane surface as well as in the perpendicular direction and cause the domains of different surface charge on each of the adjacent membranes.
Modifications relevant to the mechanism of electrostatic repulsion between photosystems were suggested by Allen and Holmes [11] . In their 'local charge model' electrostatic forces act only in a direction parallel to the membrane plane. Segregation driven by the electrostatic repulsion is considered to be a result of the phosphorylation of protein complexes and takes place in already stacked membranes. Different localized charges on individual photosynthetic units are in focus instead of membrane domains of different surface charge. 'The molecular recognition hypothesis' [12] also attracts this idea together with the specific proteinprotein interactions for the qualitative explanation of state transitions.
Experimental studies indicate that in the green plants PSI and PSII lateral segregation is closely tied with changes in membrane interactions leading to granal stacking (see, e.g. Refs. [10, 12] ). This quantifies the segregation of photosystems as a complicated multistage physico-chemical process that involves thousands of large and middle-size protein complexes and has the time scales from several seconds to tens of minutes [13] . Therefore, to advance in understanding this phenomenon it is worth, as the first approach, to study it at the mesoscopic level rather than consider atom -atom interactions.
Indeed, the existence of separate mechanisms for stacking of thylakoids and segregation of photosystems has been established in several experiments [7, 13] and discussed in details in Ref. [14] . They are both fast phenomena induced by changes in stromal cation concentration and depend essentially on the lipid membrane composition. Although the initial stage of stacking sometimes proceeds faster than segregation, it is detected as the secondary event. The primary event, segregation, usually starts earlier and provides the creation of domains of different surface charge density. The possibility to consider the segregation within an individual granal membrane was pointed out by Stys [14] . He also speculated about various contributions to PSI and PSII lateral heterogeneity, together with the electrostatic force; however, no details or estimates relevant to the interaction of protein complexes were provided.
Theoretical studies of protein lateral movement within thylakoids reported in earlier works [15, 16] considered it as a diffusion-controlled process of noninteracting particles. In Ref. [15] the salt-induced time-dependent fluorescence changes together with the analytical aggregation coefficient for the identical hard spheres were treated to estimate the lateral diffusion coefficient of PSIIs and the characteristic time needed to form the PSII particle aggregate of the grana core scale. In Ref. [16] the experimental studies of phosphorylated LHCII diffusion combined with the Monte-Carlo simulations of diffusion of all integral proteins in terms of heterogeneous rigid spheres were accomplished to calculate their diffusion coefficients and a lifetime of their clusters.
Recent theoretical studies of the PSI and PSII lateral movement within thylakoids [17, 18] considered the repulsive-attractive interactions between differently charged point particles moving in a viscous lipid medium. Postulated screened Coulomb and lipid-induced pair potentials with several free parameters were used in computer simulations for a two-component, many-body system with periodic boundary conditions. Despite its simplicity, this competitive model entirely demonstrated the clustering and segregation of photosystems within the membrane as a result of interplay between repulsive and attractive forces.
In this paper, we present a mesoscopic theory to address the physical aspects of segregation phenomenon. Every used parameter is estimated, and the obtained results are compared with available experimental data and observations. Theoretical studies and computer simulations demonstrate that charge mismatch of photosystems and the size difference between two photosystems play a key role in their lateral arrangement. Comparative simulations of PSIs and PSIIs in the green plant and cyanobacterial thylakoids show the crucial dependence of their ordering on a geometrical parameter.
Model and simulations

Basic assumptions and estimates
We consider the dynamics of photosystems in a thylakoid membrane that is exposed to a stromal solution with varying cation concentration. The typical diameter of a granum lamella is about 6000 Å while the thickness of the bilayer does not exceed 100 Å even if we account for the protruding integral proteins and the extrinsic proteins attached to its surface. Therefore, the lipid bilayer surface can be assumed as flat.
We take the ratio N PSII /N PSI = 7:3 to represent the PSII and PSI abundances in a granal disk, respectively, as deduced from the absorption and fluorescence spectra measurements after the fragmentation and separation into thylakoid fractions from spinach chloroplasts [19] . We estimate the stoichiometry of other major protein complexes assuming 1 mobile light harvesting complex II (LHCII) trimer and 0.6 cytochrome b 6 f per PSII and 1 ATP synthase per PSI [1] .
The two photosystems are different in shape and linear sizes. In the green plant thylakoids, the maximal sizes of the PSI along the membrane are 160 Â 120 Å [20] (160 Â 125 Å [21] ) while the reported values for PSII are 197 Â 135 Å [20] (201 Â 177 Å [22] ). However, the main components of PSI, as well as those of PSII, display a near-twofold symmetry around a special pair of chlorophylls. Therefore, in the first approximation we may consider the PSI and PSII as spheres of different radii taking r PSI = 60 Å and r PSII = 80 Å . Notice that the same effective radii of approximating spheres have been already used for modeling of lateral diffusion of protein complexes in the green plant thylakoids in Ref. [16] . For other protein complexes the correspondent spherical radii are r LHCII =35 Å , r cyt b 6 f =40 Å and r ATP syn =30 Å using data from Refs. [1, 20, 23] .
The stoichiometric ratios of protein complexes as indicated above, together with their sizes, result in the overall protein component with volume fractions / PSI = 0.15, / PSII = 0.61, / LHCII = 0.12, / cyt b 6 f = 0.09, and / ATP syn = 0.03. The protein -lipid ratio in the thylakoid membrane is usually taken as about 1:1 [24] .
Under physiological pH values, the thylakoid membrane carries negative charges. At the same time, the lipid medium is considered to be electrically neutral because the majority of the structural lipids of the thylakoid membrane carry no electric charge [25] . We assume that the overall surface charge density of the outer membrane is Q outer = À 0.013 C/ m 2 [26] and take the charge densities Q PSI = À 0.0086 C/m 2 [27] (one negative charge per 1860 Å 2 ) and Q PSII = À 0.013 C/m 2 [28] (one negative charge per 1230 Å 2 ) in the PSI and PSII vicinities in the grana stack region, respectively. All three values were calculated from the changes in photoreduction rate of ferricyanide at pH = 7.6. Taken together with the protein volume fractions calculated above, the data suggest that mostly PSIs and PSIIs are responsible for the membrane surface charge rather than other protein complexes. It allows estimates of the electric charges for a PSI particle as q 1 = À 14.3 Â 10 À 19 C and for a PSII particle as q 2 = À 9.29 Â 10 À 19 C, neglecting, in the first approximation, charge contributions from other protein complexes. Notice that though r PSI < r PSII , estimations with the membrane-related values result in q 1 >q 2 , as it comes also from Q PSI /Q PSII =( q 1 N PSI )/( q 2 N PSII ).
Actually, various methods for measuring the parameters, used to calculate Q outer , result in its different values [29] . Further details about the limitations of different techniques as well as discussions about underestimated and overestimated surface charge values can be found in Refs. [28, 30] . Theoretical arguments in support of Q outer = À 0.013 C/m 2 taken here are presented in studies of thylakoid stacking reported in Ref. [31] .
In grana the average distance between the centers of mass of the photosystems is about 200-260 Å depending on pH and ionic strength of the stromal solution [1, 19] . Such spatial scales characterize the segregation of PSIs and PSIIs as a mesoscopic phenomenon that can emerge only due to long-range effective interactions with a characteristic length of about the protein sizes. In mesoscopic approach, the Coulomb, van der Waals (VDW)-type and lipid-induced forces between photosystems are the most important.
Here we would also discuss the question, is it correct in the mesoscopic approach to consider the segregation of PSIs and PSIIs separately from membrane stacking? It is likely that in many cases the segregation of photosystems and thylakoid stacking might occur in vivo simultaneously. Notice, however, that two phenomena involve objects of different spatial sizes, protein complexes and paired thylakoid membranes, but both phenomena have nearly the same lateral spatial scale about a granal disk diameter (in a simple model of stacking with two approaching planes and in a simple model of segregation with hundreds of hard spheres in the plane). It requires different time scales for the two phenomena. This general observation supported by experimental data [7, 13] allows us to consider segregation separately from stacking in the mesoscopic approach, at least, the physical aspects of segregation that do not rely on specific protein -protein interactions.
Dominant interactions between photosystems and their parameters
We model the effective electrostatic interaction between two photosystems by the Derjaguin -Landau -Verwey -Overbeek (DLVO) repulsive potential (see, e.g. Refs. [32, 33] )
where r is the center-to-center distance between the spherical particles with radii r i and r j and bare charges q i and q j (i = 1,2 and j = 1,2). The r D and r B are the Debye and Bjerrum lengths, respectively, in the solvent at temperature T. The Boltzmann constant and the elementary charge are denoted as k and e, respectively. The Bjerrum length relates to the certain distance between two particles in the solution, at which their kinetic energy is equal to the Coulomb interaction energy, and incorporates the dielectric screening effect. The Debye length relates to the dielectric screening of the immersed particle charges by a solvent and the ionic strength screening effects as well. The dimensionless geometric factor H(r i , r j ) in Eq. (1) depends on r i and r j , as well as r D , and is given by
According to the Lifshitz -Hamaker theory the VDWtype potential interaction energy between two spheres in a fluid has the form of (see, e.g. Refs. [32, 33] )
where A 121 is the Hamaker constant. The latter consists of the zero-frequency A m = 0 and non-zero-frequency A m>0 terms and comprises the entropic and dispersion contributions, respectively [33] . In Eq. (3) the Hamaker constant A 121 pertains to the 'symmetrical case' of the two identical phases, denoted by the index 1, interacting via the medium marked with the index 2. It characterizes the strength (in the kT units) of the VDW-type interaction between the two protein complexes mediated by the aqueous solution.
We model the effective lipid-induced interaction between two photosystems by the Yukawa-type attractive potential
where k and r L characterize the strength (in the kT units) and the decay length of the interaction, respectively. The dimensionless geometric factor X(r i , r j ) in Eq. (4) depends on r i and r j , as well as r L , and is given by
The parameters k and r L , in principle, may be obtained from small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering experiments [32, 34] . Also, it might be possible to carry out osmotic measurements as it was done for colloids in concentrated DNA solution [35] and for lysozymes in polyethylene glycol solution [36] .
Here we use the estimates for k and r L considering them as related to the osmotic pressure of lipids and the screening length of lipid density and orientation fluctuations, respectively. A lipid molecule is approximated by a flexible chain of 5 effective monomers, assuming that each monomer represents a group of about two to three successive chemical monomers such as CH 2 groups [37] . Taking a single segment length of a lipid molecule as d L = 4.8 Å [38] , the area per lipid molecule as a = 64 Å 2 [39] , and the lipid bilayer thickness as L bilayer = 50 Å [25] , we obtain the lipid monomer number density q L = 1.56 Â 10 À 3 Å À 3 for the membrane surface area S grana = 0.36 Â 10 8 Å 2 with the lipid volume fraction 0.5.
Estimates for k come from the analytical expression for the depletion potential of hard particles in the polymer solution obtained with the Polymer Reference Interaction Site Model (PRISM) [40] . After its decomposition in the Taylor series a straightforward calculation according to
yields k = 1.98. Significantly, nearly the same k value may be obtained analytically from another theory of depletion forces based on an integral equation for the depletion potential and perturbation treatment of the polymer density [41] . Estimates for r L imply an assumption that in thylakoids the lipid correlation length is close to the sizes of PSI and PSII particles, because it is determined by the membrane deformations caused by the largest protein complexes incorporated in a lipid bilayer. The correspondent equation for the lipid correlation length, which depends on the lipid as well as protein particle sizes,
gives r L = 145 Å . We notice here that this expression will appear in the exponential if one considers the depletion potential in the generalized Asakura -Oosawa model [42] as a truncated Taylor series. The above assumption of the r L range is supported by measurements and simulations of the protein -protein pair distribution functions (PDF) for freeze-fracture micrographs [43] . The lipid correlation length obtained by fitting was found to be about the thickness of aggregated bacteriorhodopsin in lecithins [43] .
In general, Eq. (4) should be regarded as an expression with two phenomenological parameters, k and r L , that incorporates the depletion-induced [44] and fluctuationinduced [37] interactions between membrane proteins. The lipid volume exclusion and lipid chain packing effects, respectively, are mostly responsible for them. Both types depend on the radius of gyration of a lipid molecule and the screening length of lipid density and orientation fluctuations, and averaged properties of structured lipid medium (see, e.g. Refs. [34, 45] ).
Computational procedure
We perform Brownian Dynamics simulations of a twocomponent system of the PSI and PSII particles to investigate the time-dependent changes in their lateral arrangement. The simulation cell (a square with the side L grana = 0.6 Am) contains N = 800 particles (PSIs and PSIIs in the ratio 3:7), and periodic boundary conditions are imposed. The motion of each particle is governed by two processes, first, by displacement R f (Dt) due to pair-wise interaction with all other particles, and secondly, by displacement R c (Dt) due to diffusion in a viscous lipid medium during the time Dt.
We take the effective potential for pairs PSI -PSI, PSII -PSII and PSI -PSII in the form
as regards their electrostatic and lipid-induced interactions only. Here, we do not account for the VDW-type potential, Eq. (3), because of its short range. Indeed, in the stroma, free ions screen the entropic contribution A m = 0 to the Hamaker constant and the screening length is half r D [33] . At the same time, the dispersion contribution A m>0 undergoes retardation and the decay length is half the protein charge fluctuation wavelength in the aqueous medium, which is several times smaller than r D [46] . These circumstances assure that the VDW-type interaction contributes to a photosystem scale oligomerization rather than a grana scale segregation. A straightforward calculation of the Hamaker constant for the interaction between proteins across water gives A m = 0 = 0.70kT and A m>0 = 1.05kT (with dielectric constants and refractive indexes from Refs. [33, 47] ). Thus, at least the dispersion forces should be accounted for if one considers dimer and trimer formation of photosystems dynamically. We set the diffusion coefficients D 1 = 1.17 Â 10 À 4 Am 2 /s and D 2 = 0.88 Â 10 À 4 Am 2 /s for the PSI and PSII particles [16] at a temperature corresponding to kT~4.0 Â 10 À 21 J in energy units (which is about 290 K). They quantify the diffusion of protein complexes in the lipid bilayer without hindrances [16] . The presence of the LHCII, cytochrome b 6 f and ATP synthase components affects the diffusion motion of PSIs and PSIIs. We account for this effect when calculating R c (Dt). A modification as (1 À m)ÁR c (Dt) with the phenomenological coefficient 0 < m < 1 reflects the Brownian motion of a PSI or PSII at the presence of obstacles. We take m = 0.69 to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [48] formulated for an extended many-particle system of five different protein components in viscous lipid medium. Reduction of the random diffusive displacement of any PSI and PSII particle estimated from an approximate formula, m c 1 À (/ LHCII + / cyt b 6 f + / ATP syn )/(/ PSI + / PSII ), corresponds to the increased membrane viscosity in case of a two-component system.
We carry out serial computer experiments considering r D as a governing parameter. Each series starts from some equilibrated PSI -PSII mixture and consists of subsequent runs. The Debye radius r D remains constant for a given run and we subject it to reduction 5 -10 times per one series. The reduction of r D corresponds to the changes in divalent cation concentration following the experiments on segregation and stacking [25] .
We vary the r D value starting from f 0.05 Am and reducing it gradually to f 0.005 Am. The initial value imitates the situation of prewashed thylakoids before adding divalent cations. The second value corresponds to the physiological concentration of Mg 2 + in stromal solution, which provides not only the segregation of photosystems, but also the stacking of the adjacent membranes [8, 9] . The expected value of r D to detect the segregation is f 0.01 Am.
All simulations are performed assuming the constant temperature kT = 4.0 Â 10 À 21 J and pH = 7.6.
Results and discussion
Cation-induced ordering of PSI and PSII in arrays
In the first stage of the simulations, we investigate spatial configurations of PSIs and PSIIs in grana thylakoids, assuming the model parameters take the values as estimated in the foregoing section. Also we consider the possibilities for r L and k to be varied near their estimates (in general, r L and k maybe be considered as the fits of experimental data, as it was discussed in Section 2.2).
The computer experiments with the theoretical estimates for every model parameter prove that the ensemble of model photosystems, interacting via the screen electrostatic and lipid-induced potentials, Eq. (8), and slowly diffusing in a viscous lipid medium, displays the cation-induced transition to the segregated states. Besides, even for altered values of r L f 0.01-0.02 Am and kf 2.0 -3.0, the dynamics of the system reveals some features inherent to the behavior of photosystems in vitro and in vivo. Typical spatial configurations of PSI and PSII particles at different r L and k values are represented in Fig. 1 . Notice the ordering of PSIs and PSIIs in arrays. The formation of two-dimensional PSI crystals in the thylakoid grana margins and arrangement of PSII in crystalline macrodomains within the thylakoid grana core were reported in Refs. [21, 49] , respectively. Hexagonal lattices are distinctly observed in Fig. 1A -C. This type of arrangement of PSI and PSII is well known, e.g. from freeze-fracture electron microscopy studies [3, 9] . Also, in Fig. 1A and B the domains with PSIIs organized in rows are discernible. This type of structural organization of PSII has been recently detected in paired grana membrane fragments by transmission electron microscopy [49] .
In Fig. 2 we plot the relevant PSI -PSII PDF (see, e.g. Ref. [43] ). Each PDF gives the probability of a PSI particle to be localized at specified distance from a PSII particle in the correspondent snapshot of trajectories; Fig. 1A -C. For a given instantaneous configuration, the aggregation is detected as a shift of the first maximum of the PDF towards lower values of the distance. The segregation is determined as a decrease in the amplitude of this first maximum accompanied by the appearance of a pronounced maximum of the PDF envelope. The plots in Fig. 2 demonstrate that, among the three configurations under consideration, PSIs and PSIIs are the most segregated in the case of Fig. 1C , while the denser packing corresponds to the case of Fig. 1B .
The role of the charge difference in the PSI and PSII segregation is transparent; it favors demixing of particles of different charges but the same sign. At the same time, there are other important factors that favor lateral heterogeneity of photosystems in grana. In particular, they are the sizes of PSI and PSII. The particle sizes contribute to the repulsive and attractive terms in Eq. (8) . Changes in the sizes of particles also cause changes in their diffusion coefficients.
Effect of PSI and PSII sizes in green plants and cyanobacteria
In the second stage of the simulations we examine the role of the size-effect in the PSI and PII lateral arrangement in the green plant and cyanobacterial thylakoids. We perform three series of computer experiments for the assumed r 1 = 0.006 Am and r 2 = 0.008 Am values, as well as reduced PSI and PSII sizes and increased PSI and PSII sizes, keeping the same relative difference between them in each case. Changes in the sizes of the photosystems lead to new r L and k values. Assuming that the stoichiometry of the membrane protein complexes and the protein -lipid ratio remain the same, we recalculate the attractive potential parameters taking the relations kf (r 1 + r 2 ) and r L f (r 1 + r 2 ). Changes in the diffusion coefficients are estimated using the Stokes formula, so that D 1 f 1/r 1 and D 2 f 1/r 2 . Values of the parameters relevant to three series of simulations with various sets of PSI and PSII values are represented in Table 1 , where the superscript in brackets means the computer series number.
We keep the fixed difference between the PSI and PSII sizes in order to conserve the difference in their hydrophobic Fig. 1 . The center-to-center distance between the PSI and PSII particles is used as a variable. Table 1 Size-dependent parameters of interaction and diffusion coefficients used in several simulation series for the PSI and PSII particles of different sizes mismatches with the lipid bilayer. Among other technical details, we decrease the simulation cell sizes in series 2 and increase them in series 3 with respect to the reference values to conserve the same packing ratio for the model particles.
As the system displays two distinct ordering phenomena, namely aggregation and segregation, we quantify them by two order parameters that are computed during the simulations.
The aggregation order parameter is calculated via the local particle concentration in some particular domain. We first cover the simulation cell with a square grid. For a given configuration, the number of particles in each box of this grid is calculated. Without making a difference between PSI and PSII particles, we take the maximal local concentration value to mark it as n cur . We define the aggregation order parameter as
where n uni = N/S grana is the nearly uniform concentration of particles in the mixture of PSIs and PSIIs that corresponds to the initial particle configuration used in our simulations. The segregation order parameter is calculated via the total numbers of distinct domains. We cover the simulation cell with a square grid. For a given configuration, each box of this grid belongs to one of four categories: it may contain only PSIs, only PSIIs, both PSIs and PSIIs, or have no particles at all. We define the segregation order parameter as
where h I,I , h II,II and h I,II are the numbers of boxes containing only PSIs, only PSIIs and mixture of PSIs and PSIIs, respectively. We use 144 elementary boxes for each simulation cell in three series to calculate both aggregation and segregation order parameters. Further it will be shown that such partition appears to be sufficient to detect the distinct features of ordering in all series with different PSI and PSII sizes.
The changes of the aggregation and segregation order parameters with time are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for three ensembles of particles with different sizes. Data depicted on the graphs refer to the time-averaged g aggr and g segr values.
The use of the lattice model approximation slightly enhances the fluctuations of thermodynamic quantities, as clearly observed in Figs. 3 and 4 for each parameter. Nonetheless, it does not obscure the general trends of g aggr and g segr .
The final configurations of three ensembles of particles with different sizes are represented in Fig. 5 . They confirm that the electric charge mismatch of PSI and PSII may lead to their segregation only under certain sizes of protein complexes. Charge mismatch always favors spatial separation. Nevertheless, because of the screening, it cannot solely provide a proper dynamic balance between the electrostatic repulsion and the membrane-mediated attraction, which is liable for a segregated state of the twocomponent system.
It is known that the size of the cyanobacterial PSImonomer is smaller than the green plant PSI-monomer with its light-harvesting antenna, in spite of geometrical resemblance of their cores [21, 50] . The smaller size of the PSIIdimer from Synechococcus in comparison with the PSIIdimer from Spinacia oleracea was also established, although their cores appeared to be similar in size and shape [20, 51] . Therefore, we extrapolate the simulation results and attribute the behavior in Fig. 5A and B to the lateral arrangement of photosystems in the green plant and the cyanobacterial thylakoids, respectively. Notice that, because of the periodicity in two dimensions, the simulation cell in Fig. 5A contains a single cluster of the grana size with PSIIs located in the central area and PSIs in the margins. In Fig. 5B , PSIs and PSIIs are distributed isotropically showing no tendency for segregation. Numerous segregated clusters with highly dense packing of particles in Fig. 5C correspond to PSIs and PSIIs whose sizes exceed estimates for the cyanobacterial and green plant photosystems and have no biological analogues for comparison. Fig. 3 . Time dependence of the aggregation order parameter for the three ensembles of PSI and PSII particles with their reference, reduced and increased sizes (see Table 1 ). Fig. 4 . Time dependence of the segregation order parameter for the three ensembles of PSI and PSII particles with their reference, reduced and increased sizes (see Table 1 ). Also, Fig. 5A and C shows two different aspects of segregation. Noticeable demixing of particles in Fig. 5C occurs locally within the small clusters. At the same time, the lateral arrangement of PSIs and PSIIs in Fig. 5A represents the 'global' or grana scale segregation, observed in the green plant thylakoids. Calculation of g segr according to Eq. (10) with introduced above box partition allows us to distinguish numerically between the physiologically reasonable and artificial cases. Indeed, in Fig. 4 the segregation order parameter exhibits nearly monotonous growth only in the first case (series 1) being almost insensitive to the local demixing changes (series 3).
It was observed that PSI in cyanobacterial thylakoids exists in two forms, monomeric and trimeric [20, 51] . Here we do not consider the dynamical oligomerization of photosystems and take fixed particle sizes in the potential Eq. (8) during simulations. However, if we choose the larger sizes for PSIs, imitating trimers, the distribution of particles in Fig. 5B becomes more isotropic because of advanced mixing of PSIs and PSIIs. In this particular example, it follows even from the general form of interactions (Eq. (8)) between more and less charged PSI and PSII, respectively. Indeed, in this case weaker screening of the PSI charge enhances the PSI -PSI and PSI -PSII repulsion that randomizes the instantaneous configurations of overall mixture. Besides that, the excess volume fraction of the PSI component also inhibits the PSII phase separation.
General comments
Considering the physical aspects of segregation phenomenon in a mesoscopic approach, we neglect the internal dynamics of pigment-protein complexes, PSI and PSII, regarding them as charged particles of fixed sizes. In this approach the precise values of the PSI and PSII charges or their sizes are not crucial. Indeed, assuming two adjustable parameters, k and r L , as it was mentioned in Section 2, stationary configurations of photosystems depend on dimensionless j/k = q 1 q 2 /ke 2 and r L /r D c (r 1 + r 2 )/r D . The first property characterizes the dynamical balance between repulsion (Eq. (1)) and attraction (Eq. (4)), while the second one relates to the ranges of repulsive and attractive potentials according to Eqs. (2) and (7) . Then, uncertainty in the charge estimations might be corrected while using the adjustable parameter k, provided by data from the same experimental technique to calculate q 1 , q 2 . It holds also for the size estimations assuming the adjustable parameter r L and calculated r 1 , r 2 . At the same time, the estimates for two charges (and for two sizes) that rely on the data from the same experimental setup ensure the proper charge mismatch (and size mismatch) used in simulations.
In summarizing the results of computer experiments with different sets of r 1 and r 2 preserving the value (r 2 À r 1 ), we highlight the following. Speaking about the simulated 'physical system', we observe the phase separation of the PSI and PSII components as an optimal (specific among Table 1 ) terminated at (A) r D = 0.012 Am, (B) r D = 0.010 Am and (C) r D = 0.005 Am. The PSI and PSII particles are depicted as dark and light spots, respectively. different cases) arrangement with respect to the changes of the mean radius of particles in the binary mixture, r=(r 1 + r 2 )/2. Regarding the natural 'biological system', it corresponds to the segregation of PSIs and PSIIs as an optimal arrangement with respect to the changes of their antenna sizes because the core dimensions of photosystems in green plants and cyanobacteria are nearly the same [1, 20] .
It is worth to make some overall remarks about a mesoscopic theory presented here. It uses a two-component model of interacting and diffusing PSIs and PSIIs. As indicated in Section 2, the geometrical parameters and electric properties of the major protein components in thylakoids allow us to consider PSIs and PSIIs dynamics perturbed by the tacit presence of LHCII, cytochrome b 6 f and ATP synthase. This appears to be sufficient for explaining the physical aspects of photosystems segregation in grana, i.e. to elucidate the dominant forces between them and indicate the key role of charge and size mismatches of photosystems. At the same time, an advance theory of dynamical arrangement of all photosynthetic units in thylakoids requires the modeling of a five-component system of interacting particles. Probably, it will incorporate specific protein -protein interactions, for instance, in the case of LHCII detachment from PSII to become bound with PSI in state transitions. However, this model requires new experimental data related to the geometrical and physical properties of each protein complex.
In conclusion, our theoretical model, supported by analytical estimates and computer simulations, demonstrates that the screen electrostatic and lipid-induced interactions are the driving forces of the PSI and PSII segregation in grana thylakoids. Simulation results at constant temperature and pH show that segregation is induced by changes in stromal cation concentration, via r D , and is affected by the lipid membrane composition, via r L and k parameters. We quantify two parameters, charge mismatch of photosystems and the size difference between two photosystems, that play a key role in lateral segregation of PSIs and PSIIs in grana. The ordering of charged photosystems crucially depends on their sizes. It seems that the size effect alone may prevent photosystems from segregated arrangement in cyanobacterial thylakoids.
